
Parrot Aarakocra
Parrot Aarakocra are a festive, peaceful and charismatic race

that are common in warmer environments deep in thick

rainforest or remote islands. A vibrant and diverse flock of

avians these Aarakocra are naturally peaceful and tend to

enjoy conversation and music making them a great addition

to any group or flock. These avians naturally assume the best

in those that they meet but are far from defenseless if the

need rises to fight.

Feather Fiesta
When a group of parrots gather around sources of food, water

or shelter these avians can take over the area rapidly. A

gathering of these Aarakocra can become very loud to the

point some magic users claim not even Silence spells can

quiet the assembly. Some find this colorful crowd annoying

and even claim there nature get’s the best of them resulting in

destructive pecking of property, food and the occasional loud

inter flock quarrel. But others find the vibrant array of colors,

song and almost synchronous flight a wonder to behold.

Outsider opinions aside Parrots and even some other species

of Aarakocra can be drawn to these random gatherings. It’s a

great time to be social with the parrots exchanging song,

ideas and even valuable information.

Parrot Aarakocra Names
A new chick's name is usually a joint decision between the

nest mother and father that can be influenced by flock

holidays or other important days. This practice varies

depending on the flock's customs, geographic location and

history.

Male Names: Mosca, Bajo, Papameri, Oracorda, Sarocus,

Albara, Cosuez.

Female Names: Rigome, Comi, Dia, Lomara, Frunalis,

Nica, Chiru.

Parrot Aarakocra Traits
Your Parrot Aarakocra character has a mixture of

charismatic and supportive abilities.

Ability Score Increase. Your Charisma score increases by

2

Age. Parrot Aarakocra reach maturity by age 5 and have a

extended life span living up to 80 years.

Alignment. Lovers of song, freedom and to do as they

please Parrot Aarakocra are normally neutral or chaotic

good.

Size. Parrot Aarakocra are about 5 feet tall. They have thin,

lightweight bodies that weigh between 80 and 100 pounds.

Your size is Medium

Speed. Your base walking speed is 25 feet.

Flight. You have a flying speed of 50 feet. To use this speed,

you can’t be wearing medium or heavy armor.

Languages. You can speak, read, and write Common,

Aarakocra, and Auran.

Party Parrot. You are proficient in Performance and one

musical instrument of your choice.

Destructive Beak. For fun or it’s just in your nature you

know how to use your beak to pick, pry and break things.

When you use an attack action against a object or structure

small or tiny sized any damage dealt is doubled.

Colorful Display. Your feathers are more than just for

show and can be a powerful source of magical energy. You

can use your action to instantly release a colorful display of

illusionary feathers and one magical effect of your choice

from the list below. Once you use this ability you cannot use it

again until you finish a short or long rest.

Healing Wind: All allies within a 30 feet radius regain 1D6

hit points. This ability healing increases by 1D6 when you

reach 5th level (2D6), 11th level (3D6) and 17th level (4D6).

Tailwind: You and any allies within a 15 foot radius gain 15

feet of extra movement speed. This effect ends at the end of

your next turn.

Light Feathers: You shed bright light in a 10-foot radius

and dim light for an additional 10 feet for 1 minute.

Festive Wings: You can change the color of your feathers to

any color(s) you wish. The effect last for 1 hour.

Subrace. Two subraces of Parrot Aarakocra have been

found in the world. Choose between the Macaw or Cockatoo

Aarakocra.

Macaw Aarakocra
A intelligent and very vocal avian the Macaw Aarakocra is

hard to miss with bright feathers and loud vocalizations.

Enjoying conversation and attention from others this avian

enjoys speaking no matter how difficult a language barrier

may be.

Ability Score Increase. Your Intelligence score increases

by 1.

Conversationalist. Through mimicry and practice you

have an extended knowledge of other languages. You can

speak, read and write 2 extra languages of your choice.

Cockatoo Aarakocra
A agile and bright avian the Cockatoo has a distinctive head

plumage not found on other Aarakocra that he or she can

show off at will attracting attention or giving strong non

verbal cues.

Ability Score Increase. Your Dexterity score increases by

1.

Crest Display. When your crest is raised you gain a minor

edge in conversation. When you make a Persuasion or

Intimidation skill check you can roll 1D4 and add the result

to your skill check total.



Shinny Piece
Each Parrot Aarakocra wears a piece of jewelry to match

there colorful plumage. Most pieces are talon crafted but

some can be found while traveling or given as a gifts from a

friend or a mate in there flock. Each piece usually has a story

behind it that any Parrot would be happy to tell or can be a

common item found in there flock that is worn just for show.

d6 Shinny Piece

1 A Silver coin necklace with a dozen pin needle sized
holes in the coin

2 A Engraved iron ring with a lapas center stone

3 A Thin wooden circlet with an embedded emerald
shard

4 A Steel brooch with a center amethyst piece

5 A Dirty and damaged golden ring

6 A Copper bracelet
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